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The short answer is yes. You will need some specific hardware and software to do this, but nothing that is too prohibitive. First, your computer will need a TV tuner. Some computers may already have one installed as part of their factory packaging; However, if not, you can buy an external TV tuner that
connects to your computer via a USB port or a TV tuner card that will be installed internally. Next, you need to connect a TV signal to your computer. Talk to your TV signal provider (such as a cable or satellite company) about your specific options to get a signal to your computer. You might need set-top
boxes from them, or you could just use a wall cable into your computer. This covers the hardware. Now you'll also need software that lets you watch and record live TV on your computer. There is a wide range of such programs, so check out your options. Again, some operating systems will already have
such a software factory installed. If so, try this package first. If that's what you need, you don't need to buy anything else. If you prefer, there are third-party options with a number of features. Many of them have typical features of the DVR box, such as a live pause. Others may have even more options,
such as creating their own transcripts or searching for a specific phrase to run the record to begin. In addition, some of them will allow you to connect the program to your actually TV. This allows you to watch what you recorded on your computer, on your TV. The fact is, different programs have different
options, so find out which are important to you before you choose one. Keep in mind that these software options are fairly resource-intensive, so make sure your computer's hardware characteristics meet the minimum requirements identified by the software you choose. Laurie Spencer If your DVR's
available memory is almost full of programs that you've saved, you want to find a way to save them without taking seats on the DVR. One option is to download your favorite shows to your computer. Using a USB 2.0 video device is the least expensive and convenient method. Buy a USB 2.0 capture
device. Some popular versions of EasyCAP, Pinnacle Dazzle, Hapaugge HD PVR. As of September 2010, prices for these products range from $10-$200, depending on the quality and functionality you are looking for. Insert a USB drive to capture the device into your computer's CD drive and follow the
installation instructions on the screen. Connect the video capture device to the USB port on your Connect your video capture device to the DVR with standard RCA, S-Video or HDMI cables (supported). Open the Windows Media Center (or any video program of your choice).) Scroll down to Task, then
select Settings. Choose a TV, then set up a TV signal. Cue the program you want to pass on to the DVR and click Play, then Writing in the Windows Media Center. Click Stop at the time the recording is completed. Name and save the file. If you wish, you can now edit a file, add effects, delete ads, convert
it to different formats, upload it to the Internet, or burn it on DVD. Windows Only: The Free Debut app records videos from any source, such as a computer or desktop webcam, in a number of popular file formats. Once you've recorded the video, Debut makes it easy to automatically share results online
via email or upload them to the FTP server. I'm still a big fan of the previously mentioned Jing for quick recording and sharing screencasts, but the debut added webcam ability to add a useful new item and it got an impressive set of tools to download. Debut easy free software, only Windows.
Windows/Mac only: The free Jing project app takes screenshots and screencasts, then... Read more How to do NCH Software through Digital Inspiration Computer screen recording is simple, and there are many ways to do so. Some operating systems capture a computer or mobile device by default,
while others require third-party applications. Whether you want to capture live action games or create how-to-video for the program, these five best free tape recorders will do the job. OBS Studio is the cream of the crop of free tape recorders, as well as the preferred screen capture program for many
gamers. This open source software is ideal for live video and streaming. It records from several sources, including external microphones and webcams. Image camouflage, color collection and other visual filters are provided. There's also a high-quality audio mixer with advanced filtering that can be
applied to every sound source. OBS Studio integrates other videos and images into the recording. You can also capture certain sections of the screen along with live gameplay footage. OBS records in multiple formats and supports fly mixing during live broadcasts. It works without problems with Twitch,
DailyMotion, YouTube Gaming, Facebook Live and Smashcast. While OBS Studio has a steep learning curve, there are active forums and community-created tutorials on the developer's website. It's easy to find answers to your questions. OBS Studio is compatible with Linux, macOS and Windows.
FlashBack Express is a free version of FlashBack. FlashBack is a paid app developed with streamers and YouTubers in mind. Its interface makes basic screen recording a simple task. The free version does not impose any length restrictions or stamp of finished projects with watermarks. You can identify
frames per second (FPS) for your recording, making it a great tool Gamers. You can also schedule records that will take place on a specified date and time. FlashBack Express can be configured to record as soon as the designated app is launched. This useful feature provides a complete complete The
software can mix comments and webcam cameos into recorded videos and allows for multiscreen recording. A few useful features are only available in the paid version. In the free version, for example, records can be stored in WMV, MP4, or WMV formats. Purchase a license to save files in all formats.
The paid version of FlashBack unlocks frame-by-frame editing, smoothing out erratic cursor movements, the ability to blur sensitive information, picture in the picture, and more. Password-protected records can be created in the paid version for added security. FlashBack Express is compatible with
Windows. TinyTake is the main voice recorder. It's perfect for a simple, short recording of your activity on the screen. While TinyTake isn't ideal for intense recordings such as gameplay, it can easily handle basic on-screen casting. The free version has a 5-minute recording limit. Cloud storage and online
galleries provide up to 2GB of storage and video sharing space. The paid version offers an increasing number of storage space depending on the price of the selected subscription, with up to 1TB of space for the Jumbo plan (worth $99.95 per year). The free app is advertising and is only for personal use.
Commercial and advanced users must purchase a premium version. There are several levels of license, and costs vary depending on your needs. Buying a license opens up other features, including the ability to add annotations to videos and upload directly from TinyTake to YouTube. TinyTake is
compatible with macOS and Windows. Icecream Screen Recorder is a unique screen recording option with features to draw annotations, arrows, outlines and other shapes and shapes directly on the video. You can select certain parts of the screen to record and customize the quality of the video on the
fly. This comes in handy when you need to factor in the bandwidth or file sizes in your records. More advanced features come with a price tag. To remove the five-minute recording limit, click on the Pro version. The free version offers only one output video format (WEBM) and video codec (VP8). Icecream
Pro supports AVI, MP4 and MOV records, as well as H.264 and MPEG-4 code holders. Other pro-only features include custom watermarks, scheduled recordings, hotkeys, live zoom, and trim functionality. Icecream Screen Recorder is compatible with macOS and Windows. The mobile screen recording
option, THE DU Recorder, runs on Android 5.0 and above. Without advertising and without significant restrictions, the app has millions of downloads from the Google Play Store. DU Recorder creates high-quality recordings of mobile games, video calls and other HD-enabled apps. It also has a decent
selection of frame rates, bits of betting, and resolution. He can record Sound as part of the video and involves probing motion that stops recording when you rock your phone or tablet. Brush DU DU lets you draw on the screen and integrate your etchings as part of the recording. Its feature broadcasts your
Android screen live directly on Facebook. The app's video editing tools give you more flexibility. Trim parts of the video, combine multiple recordings into one, add background music and subtitles, rotate, harvest, and convert the video into a GIF format - all for free. DU Recorder is compatible with Android
and iOS. Thank you for letting us know! Tell us why! First, add it to the Control Center. Click the Settings for a swipe down to the screen recording and click on the Green Plus logo. Swipe down to open the Control Center, tap the screen recording icon. After a 3-second delay, the recording will begin. To
stop the recording, click on the red state bar in the top left top left to the left of the screen, and then stop. This article explains how to add the screen recording option to the iPhone 12 Control Center, as well as how to start and stop the screen recording. Before recording the screen on the iPhone 12, you
need to add an option to your control center to be able to easily find controls. Here's how to add it. On your iPhone 12, click Settings. Touch control center. Scroll down to the screen recording. Click on the logo (green plus) next to it. Screen recording controls have been added to the control center.
Recording the screen on the iPhone 12 is easy once you add the option to the control center. Read on as we explain how to record the screen on the iPhone 12. On your iPhone, swipe down from the top right corner of the screen. You can do this with a lock screen or while your iPhone 12 is unlocked.
Click on the screen recording icon. Wait 3 seconds for the recording to begin. Now you'll record everything on the screen until you stop recording. To stop the screen from recording, click on the red state bar in the upper left top left to the left to the left of the screen. Click Stop. The video is automatically
saved for photos. By default, there is no sound recorded while the screen is recording. If you want to record your voice telling together while recording a screen, for example, all you have to do is change one simple setting. Here's what to do. On your iPhone, swipe down from the top right corner of the
screen. You can do this with a lock screen or while your iPhone 12 is unlocked. Tap and hold the screen recording icon. Tap the microphone on. Click Start recording. Now you record your screen with sound so you can talk along with it. To stop the screen from recording, click on the red state bar in the
upper left top left to the left to the left of the screen. Click Stop. The video is automatically saved for photos. You can't record everything on your iPhone 12. The biggest problem here is that you can't record streaming apps like Netflix, Disney or Amazon Prime Video. This is because otherwise it could have
been a pirated show you're streaming which would be against the terms of service. For the most part though, though, can record anything on your iPhone 12, including clips of games you play. Notifications and phone calls are also recorded, so you can switch to Do Not Disturb mode whenever you record
the screen. You could say you can't. The only options you can set up are the ability to start streaming Facebook Messenger instead of recording and saving your photos. You can't set up the resolution or even the quality of the video clip. Once the screen recording is saved, you can crop and edit the video
with the Photos app. Thank you for letting us know! Tell us why! Why!
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